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Examines the New methods and techniques for the communi-

cation of knowledge by Coblans and the Current documenta-

tion topics and their relevance to social science literature

by Kyle. Sets out the causes for the crisis in documenta-
tion work. Suggests 'five additional problems for investiga-
tion viz. t) Will the Bernal and the Donker Duyvis Plans

fail to stimulate new-comers into research-field? 2) Ade-

quate coverage in international documentation of na scent mi-

cro thought of Asian and African origin. 3) Reconciliation

of the requirements of the design of clas sification for all its

purposes and of machinery for search. 4) Comparative eva«

1uation of machinery for search and visual scanning when
individualisingclass numbers and chain procedure are used.

5l Design of machinery for copying selected entries economi-
cally from a catalogue designed for efficient visual scanning.
Points out the problem of standardising terminology in social

sciences falls largely within the sphere of the respective

linguistic groups instead of in the international plane.

o CONTRAC TlONS USED

DC the document entitled New Methods

and technique s for the c ornrnun ic a-

of knowledge, being a pre-print of

about 10,000 words from the Une sco

bulletin for libraries; 11,7; 1957,

July.

DK the document entitled Current docu-

mentation topics and their relevance

to social science literature, being a

pre -p r i.nt in about 8,000 word s from

the Review of Documentation; 24,3;

1957, September.
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INTRODUC TION

"Much ado about the obvious" appears to be-

come a necessity now and again. When it does

so, it appears to become equally necessary to

use as sounding board the auspice s of an in-

fluential body like Unesco, if a hearing is to be

had. The two documents under consideration

demonstrate this. DC is the production of

Dr. Coblans, specially commissioned for the

purpose by Unesco. DK is the production of

Miss Barbara Kyle, in partial fulfilment of a

long-term commission by Unesco to make a

detailed study of Social Science Documenta-

tion. A more truly de scriptive title for DC

would be New methods and techniques for the

production, storing, Location, and service of

recorded micro thought.

11 Storing

. In regard to storing, arrangement of the

documents on shelve s or in cabinets form s

the crucial problem. At the one extreme,

there can be arrangement by accession num-

bers. For compact shelving, it will be even

better if different accession-sequences are

formed for different size s of documents, as

is done in the Leipzig Institute. But if the

reader is to have the benefit of browsing
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among the documents, the other extreme of
a minutely classified arrangement become s
necessary.

12 Service

Service of a document to a reader may take
one of two forms. The copy of the periodical
containing the document may be lent to him for
a specified period. Or, a copy of the docu-
ment can be made and given to him for perma-
nent possession. The latter method has come
into vogue recently as a re sult of the invention
of cheap methods of mechanical copying. The
copy may be of the same size as the original,
as it is in dye-line copies; or it may be re-
duced torndcr o size as in micro card or micro
film roll or strip, in which case the reader
must use a reading machine. Matters connected
with the se are now being elaborately pursued at
all levels.

13 Location

Location of a document has to be helped by
a documentation list, be it a catalogue or an
abstracting or indexing periodical with its
cumulative indexes; To cut down cost and
time-lag, each country or region is obliged to
have. as an auxiliary tool, a centre in which
the entries are maintained in cards or other
equivalent forms. This has also to be done
by individual service-libraries catering to sp~-
cialists, to some extent however restricted.
This again brings the problem of arrangement.
At one extreme, it can be an impermanent ran-
dom one. This happens when the entries on a
specific topic are gathered together with ma-
chinery. In this case, a reader cannot get the

benefit of scanning in one or two sweeps of his
eyes, a full, connected, filiatory, helpful pan-
orarna 0.£ all the entries on his field of interest,
all its subdivisions and all the broader divisions
of which it is itself a subdivision. In service-.
libraries. in published documentation lists, and
in general, whenever the reader can have access
to the list, this will be a serious handicap to
many who are unable to define their field pre-
cisely. Often, it is only when a reader scans
the full panorama of the entrie s that he finds all
that he was vaguely conscious of having wanted.
This is an oft-recurring situation as all refer-
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ence librarians know from experience, no
arrangement other than a minutely classified
one, backed by an alphabetical index, can be
of use. This has been described in my Classi-
fication and communication (l951) as the Apupa
arrangement.

14 Crisis and Its Cause

A crisis has been created in the production
of the documentation list and in the storage and
service of micro documents, by the fabulous
increase in their number.

1. Owningall the periodicals in which micro
documents are published and which are of in-
terest to the reading population of a library has
become financially impossible. It is becoming
impossible even for a national documentation
centre.

2. There is a continuous increase in the num-
ber of micro documents appearing outside the
conventional periodicals, say in house reports,
proceeding s of conference s, reviewing organs,
releases often marked 'restricted' and pro-
duced only by near-printing processes, by gov-
ernment departments, the United Nations. and
its Specialised Agencies.

3 The cumulation of the entries in an abstrac-
ting or indexing periodical is becoming uneco-
nomical.

4. There is an increase in the number of lan-
guages in which important micro documenh
are being produced since the recent renascence
of many of the communities in Asia; Africa,
and Eastern Europe.

15 Effect of the Crisis

The crisis so formed militates against the
re search work of the world being organised
'in-series', without the unintended duplication
of any effort and the consequent wastage in the
re search-potential of the world. And the ever-
increasing population pressure can no longer
be met with natural or near-natural commod-
ities or service s, either in food. or clothing.
or shelter, or transport, or even the manage-
ment of the affairs of life in an organised com-
munity. It can be met only by drawing into the
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research-teams many who are much short of the

genius who alone had been interesting himself

in research more to release his own inner ten-

sion than to meet social ends. This factor by

itself pr oduce s a steep spiral in the output of

micro documents. Further research has to

be consciously and deliberately organised to

run' in-serie s '. To minimise the effect of the

crisis, it has become necessary to improve

the znethods of documentation work and the

efficiency of documentation service.

16 Selective Black-Out

DC and DK go into most of these problems

and give a fairly objective account of the cur-

rent attempts in the West in thought or deed to

meet the crisis. They also single out a few

problems that need further study, under the

auspices of Unesco and other organisations.

But there is a black-out of the thought being

produced on some of these problems on the

East of the Red Sea. Whether it is due to ig-

norance, or oversight, such a black-out is

quite improper in documents sponsored by an

international governmental body like Une sc o,

2 STORAGE, PRODUCTION,

AND SERVICE

21 Donker Duyvis Plan

The Donker Duyvis Plan seeks to by-pass

the crisis in storage. According to this plan,

a service-library need not store all the peri-

odicals. This re spon sibility is ve sted only in

a national or regional central library. This

latter library should have a copy of each peri-

odical and of every other publication in trans-

parent paper. This has been demonstrated to

be possible by the experience of Holland. Any

reader can purchase a dye-line copy of any docu-

ment from the "central library through his ser-

vice-library. 'The cost is only about one shil-

ling for a document of 8 pages •.

~ Bernal Plan

-:
i/The Bernal Plan would bypass even the prin-

ting of the documents if they are of a severely

specialised nature needed only by a few special-
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ists. The originals of the se document s would

be kept in the central library concerned. They

will be brought to the notice of probable con-

sumers through the abstracting periodical.

Copies of any of the documents could be got by

any reader from the central library through

his service-library. II
-' !

2)~ A Possible Disadvantage".... "

But such a supply of copies of documents on

demand by mature specialists does not exhaust

all the purposes for which periodicals were

designed as a means of communication. The

permeation of nascent thought among a vast

number of people in anticipation of demand is

a great necessity for the up-keep of research-

potential. There is no means of knowing who

is ripe at what moment to get irradiated by

what nascent thought. Again new minds, in

the formative stage, have to be induced con-

stantly into the research-team of the world.

The specific areas of their intere st are yet

to be formed. Feeding them on as wide a

field of the universe of knowledge as possi-

ble is as much an important function of peri-

odicals in intellectual economy, as giving

the sought-document to mature specialists.

24 Point for Inve stigation /'

This factor needs investigation in the eval-

uation of the Donker Duyvis and Bernal Plans.

This se ern s to have been missed in DC. The

terms of reference mentioned in its proposal

L should be extended to include this vital point

in the social function of periodical literature.

In place of proposal L, we should have the

following proposal:

Proposal L: In view of the increasing

inadequacy of the scientific periodical

as a method of communication, a long-

term study of the whole problem should

be commissioned. Its terms of refer-

ence should include the following as-

pects: (a) a plan based on Bernal's scheme

for the central distribution of scientific

publications (modified where nece s sary)

and a preliminary inve stigation of its ac-

ceptability to scientists; (b) the relation-

ship of the technical re search report to
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the traditional paper in scientific periodi-

cals and its integration into the abstrac-

ting and indexing structure; (c) considera-

tion of what in principle should be accepted

as 'constituting publication' (academically,

legally and copyright point of view) in re-

lation to the 'unpublished scientific re-

port' and the various levels of security

clas sification.

Su~ted Prop~

I In settling the fate of the institution of

periodicals, Unesco or any other interna-

tional organization should arrange for a

global inve stigation with due weightage

for all the social purposes of periodical

literature such as:

a. / means of communication almost to

the narrow point of locating the

sought-document by the mature spe-

cialist;

b. permeation of nascent thought among

a vast number of people in anticipa-

tion of demand with the re suIt of in-

creasing the research-potential of the

world, remembering that we have no

means of knowing who is ripe at what

moment to get irradiated by what na-

scent thought;

c. induction of new minds in the forma-

tive stage into the right place appropri-

ate to each mind in the re search te arn

of world - new minds whose specific

areas of interests are yet to be formed

and are therefore in need of being fed

with as wide a range as pos sible in the

spectrum of the currently developing

univer se of knowledge;

d. helping the evaluation of any scientific

paper which is now indicated by the

status and standard of the periodical

in which it appears;

e. being a helpful incentive to re search

workers - the incentive arising out of

the status and standard of the periodi-

cal in which his paper appears. ,
I

2. Over and above this, the following

proposals are made:

a. an examination of the nature of pre-

sent '~catter of paper s in a specific

subject in diver se periodical s mc lu-
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ding those with the least affiliation

to the subject;

b. the exploration of the possibility and

the means of per suad ing the sponsor s

of learned periodicals to minimise

scattering of papers in the manner

referred to in (a) above.

3 GAPS IN COVERAGE

Proposals It J, K, M, and N of DC are turned

on the filling up of the gaps in the coverage of

current documentation work. The se should be

certainly implemented.

31 Extension of the Scope

In this connection, an additional problem to

be investigated by Une s co is bringing into the

coverage the micro documents embodied in

the various languages of Asia, Africa, and

Eastern Europe, which are fast becoming

media for current nascent thought.

4 DOCUMENTATION WORK

The proposals of DC considered so far and

the additional ones suggested in relation to

them fall largely within the sphere of interna-

tional organisation, in which the library pro-

fession is only one of the partners. But the

construction of documentation list - be it an

abstract or index in published form, or in the

form of cards or its equivalent, and be it in a

central library or in a service-library - is the

sole responsibility of the li~rary profession.

It is here that DC distinguishes between new

and old techniques. Generally speaking, re-

trieval by machinery is the focus of the new

techniques; on the other hand, retrieval by the

visual scanning of the documentation list is the

focal point of the old technique.

5 MAC HINER Y FOR RETRIEVAL

Machinery for retrieval may range from the

simple punched card to the super-electronic

searcher. The design of all machinery other
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than the simple punched card belongs to the

sphere of the technologist. Proposals A to

H of DC are turned on this problem.

5 I A Serious Omis sion

But DC overlooks an important factor.

That is in relation to the co-operation bet-

ween the technologists and classificationists.

All the steps in modern classification - from

facet analysis to the translation of isolate

ideas into isolate numbers - should be done by

the library p r ofe ssdon prior to these numbers

being coded for the machinery. The only steps

in classification, not needed by the machinery.

are those of arranging the facets of a document

in a preferred sequence and of synthesising the

isolate numbers and the basic number into a

class number. The crisis caused by the cas-

cade of new nascent thought has created many

difficult problems in the sphere of work of the

classificationist. Unless these are satisfacto-

rily solved, the machinery cannot deliver the

goods.

52 A New Proposal

I should therefore propose that steps should

be taken to solve the problems in the design of

classification.

The International Study Conference on Clas-

sification and Information Retrieval held at

Dorking in May 1957 has b r ought out the im-

portance of this task.

53 Co-operation between Classificationist

and Technologist

In the investigation of these proposals, the

intimate and sympathetic cooperation of the

technologist and the clas sificationist should be

secured. The classificationist should take into

consideration the special needs of the techno-

logist, if any, in the designing of isolate num-

bers and basic numbers. Reciprocally, the

technologist should see to it that his demands

do not unduly curtail the freedom of the cla s -

sificatipnist in designing the scheme of clas-

sification, which has to serve many purposes

other than Info r m'at ion retrieval, at its mecha-
nical level.
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F or example, though the technologist might

prefer a short base for the notation to minimise

the cost of reducing the class numbers to the

binary language of the machinery, the classifi-

cationist has to use a very long base of mixed

notation in order to make the synthe sised num-

ber as short as possible for use in service-

librarie s.

Again, though the technologist has no value

for seminal, or alphabetical, or scheduled

mnemonics, the clas sificationist needs them

all in abundant measure in order to give the

greatest possible autonomy to the classifier

- and this is necessary to minimise reference

back to the classificationist and the holdup of

current documents of a new character caused

by the ever-turbulent universe of knowledge

throwing forth at all times and in all facets

either newer or sharper isolates.

Again, though the technologist is not inte-

re sted in having expressive class numbers

but is perfectly satisfied with even random

numbers without any semantic content what-

ever, the classificationist has to make his

class number as fully expressive as possi-

ble of all the relevant elements in the make-

up of the micro thought classified, in order

to facilitate mental comfort and unerringne s s

for the reference librarian and the clas sifier

and the book-selection librarian.

54 Escapist Attitude

The above mentioned areas of conflict lie in

the notational plane. But the work in the idea

plane fall s entirely within the jurisdiction of

the library profession. But unfortunately, the

first effect of the advent of the technologist into

the field has been to throw the profe s sion into

a mood of escapism. It seems to have thought,

"So long as there is a technologist to produce

his machinery for search, everything will be

all right and we need not bother ourselves be

beyond pressing the button." The Dorking Con-

ference demonstrated the recovery of the pro-

fession from this escapist mood. But DC has
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overlooked this. Its over-emphasis - at least

quantitatively - of the so-called new technique s

of retrieval by machinery, and the total neglect

of the work to be done by the profession itself

are the result of this overlooking. There is

now much of ex cathedra opinion about the

points of contact between machinery and classi-

fication.

55 A New Proposal

U ne sco will be doing useful service if it can

promote an objective study of the problems in

the region of overlap between classification and

machinery for search, jointly by the designers

of classification and of machinery.

The Dorking Conference isolated this as one

of the problems for pur suit.

6 AN ANACHRONISM

The blind dependence on machinery and the

neglect of the cultivation of the field of classifi-

cation is traceable to a historic accident. The

World War II precipitated the crisis mentioned

in section 14, much before the modern pro-

gress in classification had permeated suffi-

ciently into the profession. With only a largely

enumerative and hardly individualising clas-

sification within its practice and without even

having consciously seen the possibility of a

symbiosis between classification and the

setting up of subject headings in the catalogue,

the profession was taken unawares by the

sudden challenge of the happenings in the uni-

verse of knowledge and by the sudden demand

from the war office and the indu strie s to o r ga-

nise the downpour of micro thought. As time

was of the very essence of such wa r'-de rn and s ,

some relief was sought from machinery to gain

speed of work. In the e sc apist mentality that

followed, all the other purposes of classifica-

tion were given up without thought. But, now

the profession is becoming fully aware of the

advent of analyticosynthetic, individualising,

and even expressive classification. It has also

seen the large-scale demonstration of the effi-

ciency of the chain procedure in mechanising

the establishment of subject headings with the

aid of class number, and, what is of even

greater importance, the large-scale demonstra-
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tion by the British National Bibliography of the

wonderfully and exhaustively complementary

functioning of the classified and the alphabetical

parts of the documentation list, brought about

by the chain procedure. This symbiosis had

been indicated as early as 1938 in my Theory of

library catalogue and brought into relation with

the problem of machinery as early as 1950 in

my Clas sification, coding and machine ry for

search, published by Unesco. DC does not show

any evidence of a knowledge of this change in

the outlook of the library profession. Let us

not perpetuate the anachronism.

61 The Full Proposal

for Inve stigation

1. I, therefore, urge that Une sco or any other

international organisation should promote an ob-

jective all-round comparison of the advantage and

disadvantage s of:

2. Visual scanning in a documentation list built

with the aid of a co-existensive or ind iv idua.lis ing

and expressive scheme of classification, a help-

fully distributed system of guide cards or fea-

ture headings in the classified part and an al-

phabetical index answering:

a) .eve ry kind of approach to a specific docu-

ment such as through name of author or

title; and

b) every kind of approach to a class or sub-

ject with the aid of chain procedure which

provides class index or subject headings

for all the sought isolate s in any chain or

hierarchy of classes so that whatever be

the class, greater or smaller in exten-

sion than the specific one relevant to the

researcher's need at the moment, he is

helped to land himself in the proper region

of the classified part of the documentation

list where the panorama of the guide cards

or feature headings will guide him to what

he had been looking for consciously or

unconsciously.

3 The se inve stigations may be made at three

levels:

1) in service-conditions within a service

library;

2) in a national or regional documenta-

tion centre; and
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3) in an international bibliographical

service.

4 The comparative study should be made

jointly by the library profe ssion and that of

management- specialists. This study should

cover the whole range from the The rb ig s of

mechanical operations right on to the econom-

ics of the cost of setting up, maintenance, ex-

tent of use, and replacement due to obsole s-

cence' of the catalogue entrie s in the one case

and of the machinery in the other. There

should also be a comparative study of the re-

action of readers of various degrees of spe-

cilisation, by a committee consisting of psy-

chologists and public-relations men, to the

service given by the visual scanning in the

properly constructed catalogue and to the ma-

chinery for such search. From out of these

reports, a finding -should be got: in what

classes of libraries or documentation lists,

visual scanning should be used and in which

machinery should be used for literature

search.

62 Copying and

Visual Scanning

There is also another problem r e qurr m g

attention. In the case of libraries or in the

case of documentation lists where visual

scanning has to be used, it may occasionally

h a ppe n that a re ade r de sire s to have the

entries sought by him to be copied. Or it may

happen that a copy of such a special documen-

tation list suited to a particular country has to

be sent to an absentee reader. I had always

felt that there should be sorn e means of sav-

ing time in this kind of work. A cheap and

quick method of doing this work without the re-

moval of the cards from the cabinet for too

iong a time should be devised.

7 SOCIAL SCIENCE

DOCUMENTATION

There are some points in DK, which are

not found in DC .

71 Abstracts

One of them, covered by recommendations

6 and 7, concerns abstracting periodicals.

ISO/TC46 has seized this problem and an inter-

national standard is well on its way. Since the

social sciences are entering the stage of ab-

stracts only now, it is wise to prevent wastage

by overlapping among the various agencies

entering the field. It does not appear to be

helpful to have a single Abstracting Period~cal

for all the sectors of social sciences. If, there-

fore, we have different abstracting periodicals,

there is bound to be some unavoidable over-

lapping. This should be allowed.

72 Termino,logy

The second point, covered by recommenda-

tions 8, 9, and 10, belongs to the verbal plane.

In this matter, nothing more than the enuncia-

tion of a few general principles will be possi-

ble at the international level. Setting up of a

standard terminology free from homonyms and

synonyms falls entirely within the sphere of

each linguistic group. Apart from this, this

p r obie rn is hardly within the domain of the

profession of documentation. It can at best

point out the need for it. The actual work

belongs to subject specialists.

73 Standardisation of

Statistical Data

There can be no two opinions about the

need for an international standard in the co l le c-

tion and presentation of data in the social sci-

ences, covered by recommendation 11. But

the difficulty will be far greater than in the

natural sciences and their applications, be-

cause of political and other emotional factors

and the intrinsically greater elusiveness of the

units of measurement to be used in the field of

social s cien c e s ,
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